FEATURES & BENEFITS

Round dual service nonmetallic concrete floor box. Floor box has two 1 1/4" trade size conduit hubs for power and two 2" trade size conduit hubs for communications and audio/video services. Box includes: (1) Reusable concrete cap, (1) Reducing ring for the 2" hubs that can be reduced down to 1 1/2 Trade size, and 1 1/4" trade size openings. (1) Reducing ring for the 1 1/4" hubs that allow to be reduced to 1" trade size opening or 3/4" trade size opening.

-Ratchet adjusting ring. Allows for quick and easy installation without gluing, as well as removal of cover to activate at a future date for dual service*. 10° of flexible adjustment allows cover to conform to the surface of the concrete pour, which significantly reduces labor costs.
-Parallel conduit hubs. Allows for conduit feeds to be parallel for both power and communication cables. Reduces labor and material costs by eliminating the need for 90° bends and allows for easier wire pulling for dual-service.
-Individual conduit reducers & plugs. Reduction in labor savings by providing a direct reduction to support smaller conduit feeds.
-Multiple size conduit feeds. Conduit feed ranging from 3/4" trade size to 2" trade size openings to allow for more flexibility and capacity.
-Streamlined design of divider. Labor savings from ease of cutting using a utility knife, no hacksaw or tape measure needed. Also allows for more room to splice wires.
-“Dead-Front” protection with the RP Series Covers. Slide covers snap back into place when receptacle is not in use to prevent dirt and debris from entering device.
-This product meets the material restrictions of RoHS.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO
Product Series: Ratchet-Pro RPNFB
Component Type: Boxes
Knockout Size: 3/4"-2"
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LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

RoHS: Yes

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE

Country Of Origin: MULTIPLE
Buy American Act Status: Buy American Act Compliant